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Reflections on the Music Business
More often than not, the majority of CDs I receive are duos or solo artists. The industry has changed tremendously
in the last 60 years. Sixty years ago there were few companies that would take a chance on new and untested
material. The costs of production and promotion were too high when one weighed it against the returns from distributors,
chargebacks and unsold product. Records were sold too cheap, even 40 years ago! LPs were selling between $4.99 and
$7.99 from the record companies and the distributors would pay the label a percentage of that minus other chargebacks.
L et’s use the CIMP label as an example. After about five years with a distributor, the accounts receivable (money due CIMP from
distributor) kept growing with each new release or catalogue refill. The payments received were always so much less than the
balance due. Fed up, CIMP pulled their label, received back product and if the returns were greater than the amount due, the
label had a choice to either buy them back from the distributor or allow them to be sold to a secondary market (aka cut outs).
I remember one label we were paying $3.49-$4.00 per LPs at the same time I was offered the new sealed copies of that
recording at $1.00 each. I called the owner of the label. Discouraged, he said he was beaten down by the whole business,
or so it seemed to me.
As a distributor of LP labels. l often told the label they should list at $15.00, instead of $7.98 or $8.98.
Blossom Dearie was the only one who took my suggestion, but two months later she retreated to the lower list
price (because the distributors stop taking on her recordings due to the increased list price). At about this time many
more artists started their own labels. New Music Distributors began, taking 25 cents for each record sold. They
appeared honest, hard working and were dealing with some of the problems that traditionally plagued distributors.
The arrival of CDs helped, but soon the industry again shot itself in the foot by forcing the list prices down to a level that
hurt the independents. As strange as it seems, I can guarantee that there are LPs & CDs in your collection that were ripped
off by the distributor or the stores. It is now the independents, for whatever reason, who did not cave on the list price, and
in turn did not lower it to the industry price. Unfortunately reissues, a huge part of the marketing, often still sell for $4.00
or less.
To my original reasoning why there are many solo and duo recording released today than in the past. It is easier to pay, or
not pay, a solo performer or duo. While I am not sure what the percentage is, it’s unfortunate that often the musicians go
unpaid.

New Releases
TRAVELLIN’ LIGHT [Leo Records CD LR 875] is a August 2019 recording led by ALVIN
SCHWAAR [p] with Bänz Oester [b] and Noé Franklé [drm]. The trio presents an avant grade
interpretation of eight standards. Although the themes or changes are not referenced directly,
this is a terrific recording. After numerous listenings, there wasn’t a moment when it didn’t
carry me away in thought and emotion.

THE CIRCLE [JustinTime JTR8624-2] by the DOXAS BROTHERS QUARTET — Chet
Doxas [ts] Jim Doxas [drm], Marc Copland [p] and Adrian Vedady [b] — was recorded in
January 2019 and 2020. The nine tracks [61:52] are all originals, and for the most part convey
a sense of foreboding. Chet Doxas tends to stay in the lower register, often playing against
the rhythm. The quartet presents a formidable front with an individual sound. This does not
carry over to the one standard, “Goodbye,” which is powerful, but not fresh.
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Readers who enjoy rhythm outside of jazz, may enjoy LITTORAL ZONE - PERCUSSION FOR
MOLLUSKS [no label 195269 036348]. The group led by JULIAN GERSTIN with Anna Patton
and Steve Rice spend most of their time on the 17 tracks playing all manner of drums, shakers,
rasps, bells, wood, and miscellaneous sound makers. Recommended for people who just like
rhythm.

DAVE ZOLLER [p] and FRED HAMILTON [b/gtr] have produced an artful recording in
BETWEEN US CATS [dpz Jazz 3055]. Recorded in March 2001, the nine tracks are a fine
mixture of standards and originals. Listeners will enjoy well over an hour of solid sustained
quality jazz.

Lots of fiddle but no paradiddles is what you get on LOVE IN THE TIME OF CHOLERA
[Saranac Records 195269018733] by the duo of JULIET KURTZMAN [vln] and PETE
MALINVERNI [p]. The 12 tracks by Malinverni, Beiderbecke and others beautifully reflect
the age of Joplin and Gershwin.

AMBER WEEKES [Amber Inn Production 003] celebrated the season with THE GATHERING.
This is a very traditional approach to mostly secular Christmas songs as Weekes whisper/sings
them with sincerity. Generic background is provided by Doug MacDonald, Rickey Woodard,
Mark Cargill and others.

JIM PORCELLA [voc] and MIKE RENZI [p] also celebrated the season with a short CD [30:58]
called CHRISTMAS IS - DECEMBER DUETS [Whaling City Sound wcs123]. Although some of
the ten seasonal tunes may not be familiar to all, they are appropriate for December’s warmth.
Porcella’s voice is perfect and blends well with Renzi’s hip stylings.The CD moves along better
than some that are twice as long.

CHRISTMAS IN 3D [Diva Jazz 195269 030537] by the 3D JAZZ TRIO is the latest from the
wonderful world of SHERRIE MARICLE [drm], JACKIE WARREN [p] and AMY SHOOK [b].
This is a solid jazz date along the lines of a Bobby Timmons’ Christmas LP. One of the best
Christmas jazz efforts of the season for me!
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ACCENT, the multi-national singing sextet celebrated the holiday season with CHRISTMAS
ALL THE WAY [Accent ent. 194171 763915]. The program of ten familiar tunes feature a
variety of performers including Gordon Goodwin’s Big Phat Band, Arturo Sandoval, Don
Shelton and others.The Accent’s sound is remarkably similar to the Hi-Lo’s. As a side note,
Don Sheldon was a member of the Hi-Lo’s.

SIMONE KOPMAJER [voc] has a pleasant but generic holiday release with CHRISTMAS
[Lucky Mojo Records LMR20-3]. The sixteen seasonal tunes are backed by an unidentified
mid-sized group.

HONORING LOUIS ARMSTRONG is the latest release from the JOHN REDMON &
THOMAS DAWSON ORCHESTRA [Resurrection 83728172]. I mention this CD because
there are collectors who want anything connected with Armstrong, good or bad. This is
bad — no date, poor personnel listing and scarce notes. The forgettable performance is
a poor tribute to Satch.

TO SATCH AND DUKE by AXEL SCHLOSSER QUARTET [Challenge Records dmchr
71382] is a rather obvious name for this recording. To be honest, I expected a silly jazzed
performance, but was surprised when it turned out to be a serious, although a bit generic,
effort. This one is definitely for completest.

CHUCK ANDERSON’S DOMINOS [no label 195269 038311] is somewhat derivative of Wes
Montgomery in the use of chords and writing, and of Tal Farlow in the tone. If you appreciate
either or both of those guitar legends, this CD will please you. I played this numerous times
and it held up very well. It is surprising that this is only Anderson’s second CD since 1975. I’m
not naive enough to wonder why a label like Concord didn’t sign him. No matter, one can only
hope that more artistic efforts are forthcoming soon.

HONEYSUCKLE ROSE [Awmusic awm001] is a very nice recording of standards from
AUBREY WILSON [voc]. Supported by Chris Bruder [p/org], Luis Deniz [s], Scott Taplay
[gtr] Tom Altobelli [b] and Sean Bruce Parker [drm], Wilson uses her soprano voice like a
saxophone.
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RUDI NEUWIRTH [voice] and ANDREAS WILLERS [gtr] have issued JAZZTAGE
[Jazzhausmusik jhm276]. This May 2019 recording has the duo playing 12 tunes including
five standards, three originals and four tunes out of the jazz book. I was not attracted to the
non-traditional approach to this material at first listening but soon adjusted and found some
joy in its originality. Sadly, not enough to get past the discomfort.

LIVE AT THE BPC [Berklee Performance Center] is the lastest release from the JAZZ
COMPOSERS ALLIANCE ORCHESTRA [JCA Recordings 1805]. The emphasis here is on
“composer.” This 2018 JCA recording presents works by Mimi Rabson, David Harris,
Bob Pilkington and Darrell Katz played by an orchestra loaded with outstanding soloists.
The compositions are the thing on this date, and they hold their own. Darrell Katz is JCA’s
director and some of the artists have been with him for most of the 30 plus years of the
group’s existence. Many of this orchestra’s recordings are still available, and I would
encourage readers to pick one up. If you can’t find one, start with this release.
PIERRE DORGE’s first recording by his New Jungle Orchestra garnered a fair amount of
notice when it came out in the ’80s. Throughout his career, Dorge [gtr] has been inspired by
the work of Ellington and African music. His latest release — BLUU AFROO [SteepleChase
scad 319] — is a case in point with nine Dorge originals and two fine pieces by Irene
Becker, with featured artist Stephen Riley [ts]. Among those treasures is a fun piece based
on Ellington’s “Rockin In Rhythm” called “Rocking at Planet Pluto.” Recorded in 2019, this
is one of Dorge’s best. nd scarce notes. The forgettable performance is
Fifty years ago, TWO CENTS from the DOUGLAS OLSEN NONET [no label 888295911535]
would have garnered rave reviews. Today, I would call it energetic, but generic bop. Olsen
[tpt/fgl] leads the nonet through 15 tunes performed by slick players who can complete
charts with speed, but lack personality.

MARTIN PYNE [vibraphone/drms/perc/toy p] goes it alone on SPIRITS OF ABSENT
DANCERS [Discus 98cd]. This 2020 date features 19 short tracks with Martin using a
varied array of instruments. The program holds up exceedingly better than many solo
percussion efforts.

Fans of traditional jazz might enjoy NEW ORLEANS’ HIGH SOCIETY [1718 Records 061297
718979]. It’s pleasantly harmless and better than many releases of this genre. Although there
is no leader indicated, I’m guessing it might be Cleveland Donald [tpt/voc] or David Bode
[reeds/voc].
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IDES OF MARCH [Modica Music Records] is the latest quartet date from DAVE YOUNG [b].
This 2020 date features an all-star quartet with Kevin Turcotte [tpt], Reg Schwager [gtr] and
Terry Clarke [drm] performing an enjoyable set of mainstream bop. There is no need to worry
about the quality of this disc.

BALCONY LULLABIES [Stunt 20102] is a recent solo recording from MIKKEL PLOUG [gtr].
Ploug played 28 nights in Copenhagen and used a crowd funding campaign to finance this
recording. The 13 tunes are a mixture of Danish tunes and standards played in a gentle and
relaxed style. The 24 page booklet by Ploug is insightful, adding to the overall production
quality of this release.

Violinist ZUZANA LEHAROVA has a new CD --KNOCHENMANN [Double Moon Records
dmchr71377]. Recorded in 2018 with her quartet of Nils Tegen [drm], Constantin Krahmer [p],
Joscha Getz [b] and Bastian Stein [tpt], this is number 85 of Double Moon’s “next generation”
series. Based on my listening, this is first release in that series with any potential. The ten
tunes presented [57:17] are fairly basic stuff, but the ensemble contributions are substantial.

STANLEY COWELL [p] has been on the scene since the mid ‘60s. In the 1970s he began
recording for the Danish Steeplechase label. The latest addition to that catalogue is LIVE
[SteepleChase sccd31908] with a quintet of Freddie Hendrix [tpt], Bruce Williams [as], Vince
Ector [dms] and Tom DiCarlo [b]. Sunny Cowell adds her mature voice to Cowell’s classic
“Equipoise”. Another highlight of this set is Eubie Blake’s “Charleston Rag.” Cowell has his
own arrangement for the quintet which is quite wonderful; as is this whole recording. Sadly,
Cowell passed away in December at the age of 79.
Another wonderful new release comes from VIDAR JOHANSEN [ts/ss] titled GNUS [Losen
Records los253-2]. I’m familiar with Johansen’s work with Per Husby, Karin Krog and Jens
Wendelboe. This newest release has him working with Magnus Aannestad Oseth [tpt/flg],
Rune Klakegg [p], Tine Asmundsen [b] and Terje Engen [dms]. This release is worth a listen,
not only for the fine ensemble and solo work, but for the very fine compositions, all written
and arranged by Johansen [57:20].

The LARRY NEWCOMB QUARTET presents more than hour of standards and originals on
LOVE DAD [Essential Messenger em 32021]. Newcomb’s guitar playing is supported by Jake
Newcomb [b], Dave March [drm] and Thomas Royal [p]. Of note is a nice outing on Oscar
Pettiford’s “Tricotism,” and a relatively straight, but rarely done, rendition of “Secret Agent
Man.” Newcomb uses an Octavator to add some Wes Montgomery coloring to the melodies.
Despite that totally unnecessary effect, the CD rewarded this listener with understated joys.
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RICHARD WHITEMAN [p] spent the past 30 years recording as a sideman and leader.
On VERY WELL AND GOOD [Cornerstone Records cost cd153] we get to hear his
compositions performed with Reg Schwager [gtr], Amanda Tosoff [p], Morgan Childs [dms]
and guests Mike Murley and Pat LaBarbera on tenor. The music [62:43] ranges from slippery
West Coast tunes to a rather pointless cover of “Mangoes.”

The latest FRED HERSCH release, SONGS FROM HOME [Palmetto Records PM2197],
was a disappointment for me. I’ve covered Hersch for about 40 years and have rarely been
disappointed by his work. This latest one, however, is particularly dull. The 11 standards
[57:41] have a sleepy feel to them with minimal elements that would involve serious jazz
listeners. The one exception might be “When I’m 64,” which seems to convey a more
reflective spirit.

Equally disappointing was LULLABIES [Verve Records 602435142685]. This was DAVE
BRUBECK’s final solo recording from 2010. Although it may not be considered jazz, it is
of interest. The 15 tracks begin with Brahms’ “Lullaby,” but I was fighting sleep when I got
down to the tenth tune.

Stride piano was developed by Jelly Roll Morton through Art Tatum, Earl Hines, Teddy Wilson,
Cliff Jackson, Dick Hyman, Ralph Sutton and others. It is a joyful music whether it is played by
Fats Waller or Jaki Byard. GUILLAUME NOUAUX & THE STRIDE PIANO KINGS [GN 2020]
features seven of Europe’s best stride players —Bernd Lhotzky, Louis Mazetier, Luca Filastro,
Chris Hopkins, Rossano Sportiello, Harry Kanters and Alain Barrabes — with Nouaux
accompanying them on drums. In the end, it is an unnecessary addition to the wonderful
world of stride piano.
ROSSANO SPORTIELLO [p] turns in a lovely solo set on THAT’S IT! [Arbors arcd19479].
Recorded in 2020, the master touch of Sportiello is applied to a mixture of standards and
originals. There is always a sense that the pianist will break into stride. As the song says,
“This is how you keep the music playing.” You won’t want this CD to end, but a bit after 69
minutes it does.

The rhythm section of Harvie S [b] and Billy Mintz [drm] plays a prominent role in TRIO IN
MOTION [Savant scd 2188] from ALAN BROADBENT. As he has been for decades,
Broadbent is a steady and tasteful pianist. From “Wonder Why,” the trio performs 12 tunes
in splendid waves, making this release an understated performance of perfect jazz.
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Vintage
Every year, around the holiday season, there is a large section of unearthed or reissued gems.
ELLA FITZGERALD is often among those. The latest unearthing is ELLA - THE LOST BERLIN
TAPES FROM 1962 [Verve UM b0032590-02]. The 17 track repertoire is familiar and the
performance is spectacular. As usual, Fitzgerald sings and swings with joyous and infectious
ease. Like Bach and a few others, if there hadn’t been an Ella we would have had to invent
one. Ella is supported on this session with the trio of Paul Smith [p], Wilfred Middlebrooks [b]
and Stan Levey [drm].
THELONIOUS MONK is another great iconic artist whose post-mortem issues are
uncommon due to his erratic gigs and the fact that he was house bound for many of his
later years. Monk’s latest find — MONK!!!! PALO ALTO [Impulse umb0023180-o2], is a
recording from December 1968. This date came about when he was invited to play at a
high school in Palo Alto, California. Monk brought his regular quartet of Charlie Rouse [ts],
Larry Gales [b] and Ben Riley [drm] for this gig. They were half way through a three-week
gig at San Francisco’s Jazz Workshop. This CD got a lot of coverage/hype at the time of its
release. Through the years I’ve learned to be skeptical of the hype mills. As an example,
I think Johnny Griffin, based on live listening and recorded evidence, was Monk’s best sax
player — not Rouse or Coltrane. With that said, I approached this recording with prejudice.
Much to my surprise, the promotional hype was correct on this recording. It is exceptional,
except perhaps for the papery sound of Riley’s drums. The six familiar titles are surprisingly
fresh with “Epistrophy” ending the short concert at approximately 45 minutes. Immediately
following this, Monk adlibs on “I Love You (Sweetheart of All My Dreams),” an inconsequential
performance of a tune by Art Finch.
SONNY ROLLINS: ROLLINS IN HOLLAND [Resonance Records hcd 2048] is a two CD set
of Rollins’ May 1967 tour of Holland. This is a fascinating set partly because of the music, but
also a result of the 100 page booklet of photos and notes that puts the recordings in context.
There are comments about finding a sax that met with Rollins’ approval, the tune selections
and his musical partners for these dates — Ruud Jacobs [b] and Han Bennink [drm], who
also provide valuable insights into these dates as well. Those who read the booklet, may
be disappointed, as the back stories are not on a level equal to the music.To start, this is
Rollins of 1967, not 1957, 1977,1987 or 1997. Despite that, I enjoyed the experience of
hearing these unearthed sessions. Although there are some issues with cloudy sound that
could not be fixed, Resonance’s production values are always fantastic.
There are moments of beauty in BILL EVANS: LIVE AT RONNIE SCOTT’S [Resonance-2046].
This two CD set offers 20 titles from a July 1968 date at Ronnie Scott’s club in London. Evans
is joined by Eddie Gomez [b] and Jack DeJohnette [dms].There are two things that occurred
to me that diminish the quality of the recording — sound equalization and better sequencing
of the titles. As with most Resonance recordings, the packaging is great, including a 44-page
booklet, but the music is not on par with the overall package.
.
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Reissues
FLIP PHILLIPS’ FLIPENSTEIN [Progressive pcd7063] remains one of my favorite late Phillips’
LPs. Here he is accompanied by Lou Stein [p], Mike Moore [b] and Butch Miles [drm] on this
1981 session. Happy to see that Phillips’ original humorous notes are retained and further
expanded on by Scott Yanow’s updated notes, which take into account the four alternates
added to the program.

MAXINE SULLIVAN was a wonderful singer and a wonderful person. Her claim to fame came
in 1937 with her hit “Loch Lomond,” which she recorded eight times since its first appearance
in 1937. Her work was sporadic in the late 1950s, but by the 1980s she was fully rediscovered.
During the last four years of her recording career Sullivan issued a series of exquisite LPs on
the Swedish Kenneth label. Even today, she remains an underrated singer. During the slow
years, Sullivan went back to school and got a nursing degree, of which she was very proud of.
THE LADY’S IN LOVE WITH YOU [Harbinger Records hcd1602] is a 1985 recording of the
music of Burton Lane. Backing is energetic by a variety of musicians including Keith Ingham,
Glenn Zattola, Phil Booner, Al Klink, etc. I don’t know of many Sullivan CDs that do not have
charm, but this one does not offer enough charm to recommend .
Pianist JOHNNY GUARNIERI was as good as they come. A first call player for the
Goodman and Shaw bands, Guarnieri made hundreds of recordings for those bands and
others between 1935 and the mid- forties. His career continued as a freelancer well into the
1980s. He often made easy listening recordings on cheaper labels which you can still find at
used record stores or garage sales. Whether it is an LP our CD, check the notes for the style
of music played. If it suggests jazz or stride, grab it fast. Two really good Guarnieri sides were
issued on Taz Jaz, but good luck finding them. However, you should be able to find JOHNNY
GUARNIERI PLAYS HARRY WARREN [Solo Art Record sacd-173], a reissue from producer
Jim Taylor. This solo set of 12 standards is a pleasant jazz recording with a touch of stride.
Solo Art Records is part of the George H. Buck Jazz Foundation, an accumulation of jazz
labels curated by Lars Edegran.
OLIVE BROWN’S EMPRESS OF THE BLUES [Audiophile CD 362] was originally issued
on the fine small label JTP. The first 10 of the 17 pieces on this reissue are from a 1973
recording of Olive Brown and Her Blues Chasers. It is unusual that Audiophile did not
produce a straight reissue of this program. Instead, they augmented it with seven titles
from the early 1970s. These additional tracks, originally issued as the Boll Weevil Jazz
Band, feature John Trudell, Ted Buckner, J.C. Heard, Don Ewell, Frank Powers and Mike
Montgomery. Years ago, Audiophile issued a very nice two LP set of Doc Cheatham
(whose first recording was with Ma Rainey), which seems to be lost to the reissue world.    
.
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Closing Thoughts
ANDREW WHITE died at age 79 on November 11, 2020. I was Andrew’s friend for close to
59 years. I first met him at the Bohemian Caverns in 1959  during his run with the JFK Quintet,
a semi avant- garde group of the time (although their recordings sound almost mainstream
today). Andrew became disillusioned with labels and the popular press and began Andrew’s
Music, which eventually released 48 recordings of a variety of musics. For over seven decades
Andrew produced a huge amount of music — recordings and compositions — much of it
remarkable, but none more remarkable than Andrew himself. So long Andrew, it’s been good
to know you.
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